COOKIES
In accordance with article 22 of the Law of Services of the Information Society and Electronic
Commerce as well as in Considering (30) GDPR, this Website collects browsing cookies -small
files containing a series of characters that are sent to your browser from the server of a web
site- own and third parties, in order to collect input or user identification information; the
reproduction and loading of forms and/or content plug-in; statistics, among others.
CATENON informs you that the rejection, blocking or non-permission of cookies can affect the
correct browsing and use of the Website (reproduction of contents). You must bear in mind that
the deactivation, non-acceptance or blocking of cookies affects the scope of the user experience,
such as for example the measurement of certain factors that allow the contents to be improved,
including in a personalised way, and the contents cannot be adapted to their preferences,
including geographical ones. In any case, CATENON offers the possibility of rejecting nonessential cookies, as well as information about browser settings, devices and links associated
with deactivating them. No personal information derived from or coming from data is collected
or processed with respect to information that may reveal sexual orientation; religious beliefs;
health information; or information considered sensitive.
The information that CATENON may have available in cookies comes from two general types:
• Cookies strictly necessary to provide a service or content requested by the user. These have
technical aspects as a purpose, such as: to remember identifications of registers; preferences
of tools in the use of contents; interaction with the contents; location of access to the
contents; analysis of the data with the purpose of improving the performance; analysis of
users by virtue of certain browsing parameters; continuous observation of your browsing
habits, which allows us to analyse behaviour or to measure the activity on the Website with
the purpose of introducing improvements in line with the analysis of the data. These types
of cookies can have a certain duration: imminent expiration; expiration at the end of the
session; temporary expiration. An informative table regarding this kind of cookies is included
below.
• Cookies not strictly necessary to provide services, such as third-party advertising;
performance information; browsing habits; performance improvement. These types of
cookie are characterised by obtaining information for the following purposes: managing
advertising spaces; knowing browsing habits (behavioural advertising); analysing and
measuring results. Like the ones above, these types of cookies can have a variable expiration
date: imminent, daily or for a longer period of time. An informative table is included
regarding these kinds of cookies and information provided by third parties about them. These
cookies can be subdivided into the following types or areas.

- Performance Cookies: They allow you to adjust your browsing according to the
preferences associated to the device in your generated visits.
- Geolocation Cookies: Their main purpose is to adjust the content to the location of the
connection device.
- Log Cookies: Their purpose is to identify the user in the log-in, enabling them to be
identified without having to log out. Session cookies will be deleted when the session is
closed.
- Social media connection cookies: Collect connection profile session information through
the chosen social network, being able to be opted out for, under the preferences
established in their own profiles. These cookies are configured by the service providers of
social networks, and have their own privacy policies to that effect.
- Analytical Cookies: Through third party providers and their survey and data collection
tools, an analytical cookie is generated that allows the connection device to be identified
in order to measure connection time and visited content, the main purpose being to
measure performance and improve browsing.
The companies that generate these Cookies have their own privacy policies, which establish
their own statements, as well as opt-out systems.
If you do not consent to the processing of this information you can modify the settings of your
browser. To this end, we provide links so that you have more information on the configuration
of browsers or Internet browsers in relation to cookie settings.
Google Chrome; Google Android; Internet Explorer 8; Internet Explorer 9; Internet Explorer 11;
Mozilla Firefox; Opera; Safari; Safari Mobile

TYPES AND USES
In relation to mobile devices, the following information is included regarding the adjustments
or the documentary relating thereto.
For Android: Menu > More > Settings > Privacy settings.
For Safari (IOS).
For Windows
Our service is not aimed at children under eighteen years, so we do not process the data
obtained from that group. In any case, if you have information to the contrary, please let us
know so we can proceed to remove it and take the necessary technical measures.
CATENON through third party providers collects anonymised cookies to create demographic and
behavioural segments in order to perform online analysis. These third parties may insert and

collect cookies. Through these suppliers, it is possible to disable (opt-out) cookies related to or
for behavioural analysis/retargeting purposes, where appropriate, by inserting the following
links which are inserted below together with the links established for this purpose in the third
party cookie table:
http://www.youronlinechoices.com/es/preferencias/
http://www.networkadvertising.org/choices/#completed
http://www.aboutads.info/choices/
CATENON will not be responsible for the use of cookies that third parties make outside the
Website itself or social networks which can be accessed therefrom, so we suggest you access
the links we insert and the information provided by third parties who access. For any doubt,
clarification and/or suggestion regarding cookies, please send an email to lopd@catenon.com
or dpo@catenon.com.
The information provided may undergo modifications due to updates or changes in the cookie
processing policy. Likewise, the Spanish Data Protection Agency may issue instructions and/or
recommendations that make it vary.
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SUMMARY COOKIES REPORT
Name

Server

EU_COOKIE_LAW_CONSENT

www.catenon.com

JSESSIONID

www.catenon.com

XSRF-TOKEN

__cfduid

Provider

CATENON

www.catenon.com

cloudflare.com

CLOUDFLARE

__utma
__utmc

www.catenon.com

CATENON

Purpose

Type

Length

Store the consent status

HTTP

29 days

Session identifier provided by the
server
Own
Secure validation in the submission of Required
forms
Identify trusted web traffic. It does not
correspond to any user ID in the web
Persistent
application, nor does it save any
personally identifiable information
Internal measurement with Google
Analytics

Analytic
HTTP

__utmz
_ga

cloudflare.com

CLOUDFLARE

_gid

www.catenon.com

CATENON

_gat_gtag_UA_138007592_2

www.catenon.com

CATENON

cloudflare.com

CLOUDFLARE

_hp2_id.3538148622
catenon_session

www.catenon.com

test_cookie

www.catenon.com

sesión

5 years
12 months
30 minutes
6 months
2 years

It registers a unique identification that
is used to generate statistical data on
how the user uses the website.

HTTP

Analytics for website statistics

Analytics
HTTP

One day

Session

Session

HTTP

One day

Generated by the App framework.
CATENON
Session identifier
Checking the user's browser for cookie
Gooogle - doubleclick.net
admission

Privacy

One day

One day

Privacidad

IDE

www.catenon.com

Register and report on the actions of
the user on the website after viewing
Gooogle - doubleclick.net or clicking on ads in order to measure
the effectiveness and present specific
announcements

One year

COOKIES SUMMARY REPORT
Name

Server

Provider

Purpose

GPS

www.catenon.com

Registers a unique identification on
mobile devices to allow tracking
according to geographical location by
GPS

PREF

www.catenon.com

Register a unique Google ID to keep
statistics on how the visitor uses
YouTube videos on different websites

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE

www.catenon.com

YSC

www.catenon.com

yt-remote-cast-installed

www.catenon.com

yt-remote-connected-devices

www.catenon.com

yt-remote-device-id

www.catenon.com

yt-remote-fast-check-period

www.catenon.com

YouTube

Try to calculate the user's bandwidth
on pages with integrated YouTube
videos.
Register a unique identification to
keep statistics of what YouTube videos
the user has seen

Type

Length

One day

HTTP

8 months

179 days

HTML

Session
Session

Registers the user's video player
preferences when viewing YouTube
embedded videos

Privacy

HTML

Permanent
Sesion

Privacidad

yt-remote-session-app
yt-remote-session-name

www.catenon.com
www.catenon.com

collect

www.catenon.com

Google

Send to Google Analytics data about
the user's device and its behavior.

Pixel

Session

